Beloved I Am, Divine Mother and Holy Father may we ask for assistance in how we may look at this task of Co-Creating this Framework for the Living within a physical Group Organism.

Bless You!

Dear Brothers and Sisters,

I Am Metatron here to speak with you, what has been given to you to formulate is not going to be easy in terms of the complete Synthesis of all that is involved, for the dynamics of this stretches far beyond the comprehension of the brain powers in your present understanding. However, I am going to try to simplify matters for you for the purpose of your endeavour.

It is clear that you indeed see this task as a Living Growing Expansion of Consciousness and so I will also attempt to place before you a Great Light Visual at the end of this tunnel, if I may put it in these terms.

But before I begin, I do need to give you something to think about, that will hopefully help you avoid the pitfalls of human consciousness, as it would, try to find a cognizant way of putting all these activities into any Circle of Synthesis that expands beyond any single Expression of a Living Organism.

It is True that any human being upon the conscious Path of Ascension does not seek knowledge, either by study or meditation, simply for the sake of knowing. He or she realizes their place in the Whole, and strives forward one-pointedly, seeking only that knowledge which concerns itself with their own particular Field of Service. They seek only that which they can put into immediate use. This takes a lot of discernment and discrimination and often sacrifice, for there are many who read and study everything they can get their hands on with no clear purpose as to what they are doing and why.

Needless to say, if a one-pointed focus is followed then it will cut out of one’s life much in the way of non-essentials. Intuitive Recognition then must also have become a part of the Seeker’s equipment, for it is extremely important in right interpretation. Any Truth, regardless of the Purity of its Source, is coloured by the State of Consciousness through which it passes; therefore the Seeker must first see to his or her own mental, emotional
and physical aura. What type and quality of Thought-form does he or she usually entertain? What does he or she consider as being Absolute Truth? What habit patterns of thought tend to distort Truth as it passes through them?

Masters, could you but realize that all Truth is Simple? The mental body of most persons is so filled with complex patterns of thought that Truth, to reach the brain consciousness, loses its meaning as it passes through the maze of the individual’s thinking processes.

All Truth loses some of Itself when clothed in words, but if properly understood as an Abstraction, before being clothed in Concrete Mind Substance, its reality will underlie the form. The form will be seen to contain depth, and the inner meaning will be intuited from within that depth. In order to accomplish facility in bringing down a concept or idea from Abstract Levels to Concrete Levels, one must first rightly interpret the Abstraction. One must understand it in its Abstract Sense, and this depends upon Right Alignment.

You will remember what I have just stated concerning the maze of habit patterns within the mental body. This maze must be by-passed and eventually eliminated through lack of use. Realize a direct line of Light extending from the brain, through the mind to the Soul and bring your concept down via this Path to the brain consciousness.

When you can do this, there will be a Heart Response to the Concept, and the Head and the Heart, Working in Unison, will bring the Intuition to bear upon the Abstraction. It will be seen in its Entirety, and Instantly its meaning will be Intuited without the use of words, or any of the usual mental processes. Then, and only then, will you be ready to give it Concrete Form, free of error. But even then, the danger of misinterpretation is not entirely passed.

Now you must put that mental body to work; use it as your instrument. Don’t let it use you. Remember that within it are many forms, some of which will be in direct conflict with the Truth you have Intuited, many which would distort and twist your Abstraction into such a form that even you would fail to understand it, and your moment of Intuitive Perception would be lost even to yourself.

At this point the Disciple or Initiate must pause, get a firm grasp of the Abstraction, hang on to it, so to speak, until its Vibration is so strong as to set into motion the form-making substance of the mental body.

You will remember the words of Brother John;
“Now let us liken the Consciousness of the White Magician to the artist. He or She wishes to Create an appearance in physical substance. The Energy with which He or She will Create are the supplies He or She has at hand or first idea. Next, the Projection of Energy, Force, and Substance of His or Her instrumentality, while He or She has this vehicle within which Their Lives and which is Their medium of His or Her instrument of contact within the three worlds of human endeavour. It also constitutes the material with which He or She Creates. For instance, the mental body is more than a body within which the consciousness lives, moves and has Its Being, within which it thinks, within which it formulates ideas into plans. It also constitutes His or Her quota of Mental Energy, the Energy with which They can Create a Mental Body for that which They are bringing into Manifestation.

Unlike the artist who is painting the picture, the artist in a Soul sense has an unlimited supply of material with which to create, an unlimited supply of mental energy with which to create mental vehicles for those ideas, which he or she wishes to bring into outer manifestation.

The White Magician has an unlimited supply of Astral/Mental/Etheric Force with which to create those Magnetic Bodies or movements which will carry their ideas into substantial form. They have an unlimited supply of Etheric Substance with which to put that which has been created into action.” End Excerpt

In this manner, the Abstraction Creates its OWN FORM according to the Type, Strength, and Quality of Its Vibration. If it must be clothed in words, it will clothe itself, taking for covering the most adequate words available within the Mind of the Creator/s.

The Consciousness, at this point, must be poised in the Abstract Level of Mind, held above the usual thinking processes and it must remain there until the Abstraction has taken Form. Great is the temptation to come down and play with the concept in an intellectual manner, but believe me, My Brothers and Sisters, once this is done Truth is lost.

There is another point of danger here in regard to misinterpretation, and that is from the astral levels. The Abstraction, Concept or Intellectualization which has been Intuited not only sets up a vibration in the mental body, but as it makes its impact upon the astral vehicle, that vehicle too will begin to vibrate. See to it that it Vibrates to the Abstraction and not to conflict between that which is Intuited and an old form within itself. Should this occur, the Truth will take on astral glamour, and be of no use to those whom the Creator/s seek to Serve.

Again, the answer is a Poised Consciousness held above and In Control of the Instrument.
So we now have to be clear what this task represents, is it a Guiding Framework to Live Life from within a Living Organism? If so, then you may find yourselves arriving at loose ends for as I told you earlier, it could become a pitfall of human consciousness, because to try and put within such a document held in the Highest Truth including all the activities of a Living Organism into any Single Circle of Synthesis, that naturally expands beyond any single Expression of a Living Organism will be hard to define. If you continue down this Path you will need to define the Living Organism you wish to offer Guidance in becoming!

I would suspect that Our Beloved Brother St Germain suggested the focus He did for a Reason. A Study then does not imply any Guiding Directions but provides information to anyone to choose what direction to take as an experiential engagement to find their Own Truth! I will leave this here for you to contemplate further as you wish, if you wish. Here I would remind you to revisit the Discourse From Brother Djwhal Khul; Part 3 - New Living Organisms - Science of Impression - Rule I Study Group – Djwhal Khul, 30th January 2019, where He speaks of The Science of Impression. A worthy Discourse to help you here in this endeavour.

“Sources of Impression for the Disciple.

“For the aspirant and particularly for the conscious Disciple, the Impression to be considered comes from four sources:

1. From the Disciple’s own soul.

2. From the Ashram with which he or she is to be affiliated.

3. Directly from the Master.

4. From the Spiritual Triad, via the Antahkarana.

“The First two stages cover the period of the first two Initiations; the Third precedes the Third Initiation and persists until the Disciple is himself a Master; the Fourth type of informative Impression can be registered after the Third Initiation and reach the Disciple in the Ashram; he or she then has the task himself of impressing his mind with what he or she has been told and known within the Ashram; eventually, as a Master of an Ashram, he or she starts upon one of the major hierarchical tasks of Mastering the Science of Impression. There are therefore, two aspects to this work of Impression: one deals with the capacity to be Impressed; the other with the ability to be an Impressing agent. The Disciple or the Initiate is not permitted to practise the art of Impressing until they are
among those who receive Triadal Impression and therefore Impression from Shamballa, within the protective area or aura of the Ashram with which he or she is affiliated.

“It must be remembered that this ‘Science of Impression’ is in reality the science of thoughtform-making, thoughtform vitalisation and thoughtform direction; and only a Disciple who has passed through the processes of Transfiguration and is no longer the victim of his or her own personality can be entrusted with so dangerous a Cycle of Powers. As long as there exists any desire for selfish power, for unspiritual control and for influence over the minds of other human beings or over groups, the Disciple cannot be trusted, under the Hierarchical Rules, with the deliberate creation of thoughtforms designed to produce specific effects, and with their dispersal to men and groups. After he or she has passed the tests of the Transfiguration Initiation he or she may do so.

“The ‘Science of Impression’ is the bedrock or the foundation for the practice of telepathy. If a major world test were to be made, those receptive to Impression would be found to fall into two groups:

1. Those possessing unconscious receptivity to Telepathic Impression. They at present constitute a majority wherein the Impression is received via the solar plexus, and the thoughtforms thus generated are dispatched from the throat centre of the one who is the impressing agent.

2. Those who are developing or have developed a conscious receptivity wherein the Impression is, first of all, received by the mind and then imparted to and registered by the brain.” End Excerpt

A clear understanding of these Discourses in this Series, ‘A Living Organism’ could give one a huge advantage to render such a task herein to Co-Create a Masterpiece of Human Creation with Structural Living Light Integrity!

I said I would place a Light Visual for you at the end of this proverbial tunnel. And so I shall, but to do this we must move beyond the traditional Abstractions of the human mind to allow for the Concepts to be Naturally Intuited rather than intellectualized.

The Divine Light and Divine Mind, The Universal Mind, all Unite in One continuum, reaching out to Create the many manifestations of Intelligence throughout the Infinite Realms of Creation. This Divine Light is what is called the Infinite Light and is the Ineffable One without separation. From that Oneness unfolds the Many only to have the Many become United with the One!

Begin to Intuit here Dear Ones, from Soul Mind to Heart!
From here it then unfolds or sub-divides into Trinitized Combinations. Herein you shall begin to feel in more depth the Law of the Triangle. The Trinitized combinations of the ‘Triple Powers’ are a simplified trinity/tetrahedral form, but a hyper form that penetrates myriad dimensional spaces and infinite times as three Living Principles definable as the Administrative, Creative and Sustaining Forces manifesting the Living Light!

As the Omnipresent Unity of the Living Godhead unfolds through the Trinity/Thrice Unity, it creates a Structural Living Light Integrity for all Life based on the Original Divine Thought-Forms. Within the Expansion of the Trinity are contained the Living Principles all directed by the pulsations of the Living Light of Love and the Love of the Living Light Essence of Godliness in the myriad of interplays it has in Creation and the Thought-Forms of them.

This Living Light as a Universal Continuum has never been limited to particles of waveforms but is the Energy behind the Thought-Forms of Divine Personality that manifests the Divine Law though the Application of Divine Love, Grace and Wisdom. These Myriad Powers of the Divine Essences shape the Omnipotent and Omnipresent Structures and provide the Sustaining Energy to all Creations.

As Light is the basis of All Being, when it emanates into ‘segmentations’ it generates new realms of experience. It is the Energy Power behind and Within the Light that is the interconnecting force or bridge that links all levels of Consciousness and Creation together as One!

From a Living Organism Perspective then, this Light Energy is the Source of all non-local Oneness, existing within and throughout as a Living Architectonic Reality that allows all forms, all particles and All Life forms to Synergize in a single Energy Consciousness Linkage. So it is not that separation exists between any Life Form, any God Particle or Thought-Form, it is just that each perform their functions in their own ways! All Connected together by a Living Infinite and Ineffable Light Substance!

Here you can now see how no Living Organism can be separate from one another, you can realize in the Many and the One that Light is a binding and balancing Source for all the multidimensional Life Forces. These Forces as the Personalities, just as we see in humanity itself, All emanating from the Godhead and who maintain the detailed workings of Each Light-Life Spectrum that unfolds in the Infinite Life!

From this understanding you can also hopefully appreciate that the beginning from the Formless, Form manifests, not as duality, but as a Trinity in Creation! We All Exist as One Trinitized unfoldment of the Divine, which manifests as the Living Light, continually
forming and transforming itself. The Love and Rejoicing of the Divine Father can be felt in the Heart of All those who are willing to reach into Eternity!

And this My Brothers and Sisters is the Light at the End of the Tunnel. So now think on this and then I would invite you to add one more ingredient! Add the ‘I AM’ Presence, or the Creative Power of the Mothering Element which exists primarily in the Realms of the Invisible as the interdimensional Light Energy Garment behind all Garments of Life! This is the Beloved Mother, the Shekinah and the Love Presence of God! We Know Her as Love, Compassion and Mother Power behind all of Creation.

Before I close this day, I will offer you another part of this Greater Plan of Cosmogenesis that is the generation of the Light Body, I want to speak about with all of you soon. This Light Body is what was demonstrated by Jesus that is strongly and positively empowered in the Energy Field of Divine Light to stand outside of time and space anywhere one can become aware of the Unity of the All That Is! The Light Body is inherent in all of You, but, is only activated within those who wish to awaken humanity and move towards a Greater Plan of Light Creation.

These Dear Souls MUST do the Inner Work First and MUST be able to open those communications channels between themselves and This Living Light with other Living Organisms outside of their own perceived separateness.

This is the only barrier where the human remains seated in the overly rational mind or the overly emotional body that does not understand life as having a higher direction. Individual energies must be transcended so that the mind can reach beyond the limits of its own capacity. Unless this is achieved the human body shall remain unable to accept the Full Capacity of the Living Light!

I shall ask that you give all this some deeper reflection!

I Am Metatron, Lord of Light.